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A Little Theory
From Husbandry to Mastery of Nature 
(Pepper, 1984)
The Production of Nature 
(Smith  1990),
The Production of Risk under Capitalism 
(O’Keefe & Smith, 1985; O’Brien et al, 2008a)
Risks in Transition 
(Peet, 1998)
Natural/Technological/Complex Emergency as Triggers 
(Wisner et al, 2004)
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The Developed World Context
Policy Driver is the Risk Society 
(Beck, 1992; Giddens, 1991)
In 21st century the more specific driver is the Security Agenda 
(O’Brien, 2006)
Policy outcome is a drive to resilience
Resilience is focused on First Responders “Blue Light” services
Community is there to be protected, but not involved, despite 
being the real First Responder
BounceBackAbility is only focused Business and Responder Continuity
The Developing World Context
Vulnerability to Climate Change 
The Snows of Kilimanjaro
1993
Livelihood Systems on Kilimanjaro
The Collapse of Entitlements
2005
Destructive Coping Mechanism
(O’Brien et al, 2008b, Cline-Cole & O’Keefe, 2006)
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Concluding Remarks 
Poverty of Institutional Involution and Poverty of Livelihood Involution 
Social Resilience as THE Development Goal
R  h  N l L  d P   b  ecognition t at atura aws an rocesses exist ut
people can adapt to them
Technological modification to Natural Laws and Processes is possible
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